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Kerry Trautman writes at dawn in Findlay, Ohio. She reads regu-
larly with the Broadway Bards at the Original Sub Shop in down-
town Toledo, and is a member of The Toledo Poetry Museum. 
Her poetry and short fiction have appeared in various print and 
online journals, including The Toledo Review, PoetryLetter, Ali-
mentum, The Coe Review, The Country Mouse, Glass: A Journal 
of Poetry, and Think Journal; as well as in the anthologies, Tues-
day Nights at Sam and Andy’s Uptown Café (Westron Press, 
2001), and Mourning Sickness (Omniarts 2008).

kerry Trautman
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Ryan Warner
Ryan Warner is an artist, musician, writer, and editor of
splat art magazine. He enjoys the creative genius of fine 
craft beer brewers, his familiy, long daydreaming ses-
sions, and strapping a bag of cameras to his back and 
spending the day on his bike or longboard following 
his creative currents. 

Michael Kocinski
Michael Kocinski was born and raised in Toledo, OH, where he
has participated in the poetry community as an open-mic host,
event coordinator, performer, tutor and peer editor, and coeditor
of the short lived poetry magazine The Cornfed Angel. He
recently moved to a small farm in Ida, MI, with his family. Now he
lives with several hundred chickens, eight cows, several dozen
peach trees, and the skeletons of decommissioned farm machinery.
He’s a founding member of the Almeda St. Poetry Co-op
and the Toledo Poetry Museum. A few of his poems have found
homes in The Mid American Review, The Toledo Review, Bear
Creek Haiku, Glass: A Journal of Poetry, and Rusty Truck.
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Happy new year to all you people who are reading this.a new year 

is upon us and we have nothing better to do but to learn something 

new, be good to each other and take care of everything we need to 

take care of whether it be ourselves, the earth, finding new ways 

to drive our big expensive cars, or clean up the messes that we've 

made. whether it be our lives or someone elses lives or the world 

that we live in. think for yourselves when you think...and please 

think often. we bring you the winter issue of splat art magazine. no 

this issue probably clean up anything but it may want you to learn 

something new or to help someone out that is learning something 

new. it may even inspire you to to buy some art...or better yet 

buy some of the art from an artist that is in here. it may even make 

you like poetry. i guess basically what i'm getting at is the new 

year is the place and time for a new beginning, so you messed up 

last year..well learn and don't mess up this year..but probably the 

year after one of us will mess up again...probably me...or maybe 

you. the trick of the trade is to know when we get a fresh start and 

to make the most out of it. too many people don't get off their ar-

ses and try new things, they don't try to create the ideas that are in 

their head..instead they sit around..some complain..some drink to 

an alarming excess and most are sad or unhappy. don't let this be 

you and i will do my best to make that no t  be me..you got my word 

on that. speak your mind and put your best foot forward. so happy 

reading and happy viewing this delicious eye candy.

                             floyd

                       jan. 8, 2012

                      3:58  am

                   listening to miles davis
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by ryan warner

ShirrStone Shelter Dolls
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Sometimes when an artformis done so well it takes on a life 
of it’s own..a pesonality of it’s own...and after awhile of ga-
zine at it you start to wonder if it is really real or not...if it 
is trapped inside it’s confinement ..or maybe it’s in it’s own 
world and we are in the inside. This was the case when I 
came across these dolls on the internet a few weeks ago.  

I was never really fan of dolls before...actually I never really 
ever thought about dolls. Sure I would see the art toys in the 
comic book stores and in Juxtapoze Magazine. I have even 
had my own mother make me handmade monster dolls for a 
comic book that I haven’t had the time to create yet..but as 
for real dolls..never a thought...until now. 

ShirrStone Shelter Dolls come from the brilliant imaginations, 
and hand,  of Olga  and Nikolay from St. Petersburgh, Russia. 
And for once I am at loss for the words that accurately de-
scribe these dolls. They have there own personalities, beauty, 
abnormalties and fetishes. The sheer beauty of how they are 
made blows my mind. These dolls take toy art to a whole dif-
ferent level....a level of artistic  intricacy that not many can 
pull off. I’m still not convinced that these dolls are alive on 
some level.

I’like to thank Olga and Nikolay for not only sharing their 
work with us, but also for doing this interview in English, 
which they admit is not their best language. Thank you.
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What are your names and where do you live?

Olga says: We live in St. Petersburg, Russia. Our names are 
Olga and Nikolay. We are very proud that we live in such a 
wonderful place. This city possesses to be creative.
Nik tried forces in University of Art, but has not finished an 
art education. I’m after termination of faculty of a drawing 
in my town has got education in Saint Petersburg Repin State 
Academic Institute of Painting Sculpture and Architecture 
(Academy of Arts). I’m professional art critic and graphic.

Nik says: My dear wife Olga has arrived to St.Petersburg to 
study at Academy of Fine Arts. There on one of shows we 
met.And for many years can not imagine our life without art.
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How did you get interested in creating dolls?

For a long time we created a static dolls.
It was an interesting process, but static and motionless dolls op-
press imagination. We wanted to create a “living” doll,with which 
would like to communicate. And she became a friend and 
companion in all things. Because of absence of  information   and 
appropriate material to create articulated dolls,we had many 
times to fails and small lesions. This experience has made us stron-
ger and Is more hardy in the process of creating ball jointed dolls.

By long experiments has been found suitable material - qualitative 
liquid epoxy + powder  + pigment.
Working over properties of this material more than a year, we 
have received a certain mix answering to all doll needs and 
approaching for creation jointed dolls.

At creation of a material we aspired to quality and properties of 
porcelain, excepting roughness and fragility.
Properties of a material: 
-  not toxic
-  strong
-  durable
-  water-proof
-  steady against mechanical damages and falling (with careful         
     handling)
-  pleasant weight in hands
-  cold and smooth (like a stone)

When you take our doll in hands she pleasantly heated  and  
created impression liveliness.
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Who and what are your influences and inspirations?

Influence and inspiration is all around us.
The nature, dreams, animals, and mysticism, which is always some-
where nearby.) The world is full of half-tones, and we’re trying to 
catch them and embody. Creating dolls is like writing a painting. The 
doll is a blank canvas.

What are the steps that you go through to create each doll?

Olga says: Doll Making is process long, labour-consuming and simul-
taneously interesting, magical time. I’m talking about anatomy of 
dolls, creation of prototype as a whole. If at the beginning will de-
fined image, after doll creating itself. She will be what wants to be. 
We can only catch the mood of the doll and give it a more precise 
performance.

The birth image of doll starting with an idea that is constantly mov-
ing in our heads. We have ours general album for sketches and notes 
of thoughts in which we alternately write and sketch necessary.
This is the tradition. Because sometimes even the most ordinary 
things cause inspiration and strange associations. For example a 
bizarre form of clouds, or the delicate pattern on the frozen window.

The technical part of  work rather tedious and boring, but no less 
demanding.
There need more perseverance, precision and patience.
After creating a doll prototype,must be properly make forms of doll’s 
parts.
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Mix compound in the exact 
proportions. And fill forms of a 
mixture.
Forms with epoxy to keep at a 
certain temperature range for 
several days. It is a guarantee 
that in future doll was a strong 
and durable.
Further, if there are no prob-
lems and scrap, doll parts are 
processed (drilling, abrasive, 
fitting of joints), and prepared 
for painting doll face and body. 
At the same stage are created 
various tattoos and decora-
tions. Here in fact the birth of 
a doll. For better to keep poses, 
doll’s joints glued layers of 
leather. The assembly takes 
place with an elastic cord and 
hooks made of stainless steel. 
Completes the process of cre-
ating wigs and accessories.

Welcome to our site www.   
sssdolls.webs.com
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Your dolls definitively have strong personality to them and captivating beauty 
and at times a strangeness or eeriness to them, how do you balance this all 
out?

Olga says: Yes, this is is partially true. We often hear that our dolls 
are very real and alive. That is what scares the viewer. But when 
they take our little girls in hands, instantly fall in love with them. 
And this for any author will warm heart. I think you’ll agree.

Nik says: Our dolls are like people, each with its own character and 
mood. We on it to impact can’t)
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What are your plans for the future? More dolls? Something different perhaps?

Olga says: We have plans for many different doll’s projects.
Some are already in process and wait their successful completion.
Creating dolls it is a constant search, as in any kind of art.
We don’t want to stop there. We work with form, volume, plasticity  
line, sculpture doll body. Tell you a secret, is close to completing a 
doll from new material.

Nik says: All same, I want to seriously take up painting, which for 
some reason a few years does not do it.
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I think it’s fantastic that you draw inspiration from mysticism, nature, dreams and 
animals. Do you have any other artists, past or present, that are an influence on 
you as well?

Olga says:
I don’t understand how artist can affect on creativity another artist. 
Everyone has their own way. Creativity can  be only understood or not 
understood. I can say that I like Old Masters: Pieter Bruegel the Elder, 
Jan van Eyck, Albrecht Dürer, Lucas Cranach the Elder and others. 
Fascinating work Alfons Mucha. Illustrations of fairytales Ivan Bilibin. 
Damning of bourgeoisie’s morals art of Édouard Manet.
Sculpture of greatest Michelangelo.

Nikolay says: I admire work of Edvard Munch, Egon Schiele, Francis Ba-
con. Graphics Odilon Redon.

Olga added this about the negative photos that appear in this article.

I since early childhood adored to look a photofilm and to examine per-
sons of relatives and friends in an image negative. Where black picture 
becomes white, and white - black color. It is other light world of a real-
ity. Other reality contrary. Now I often play with photos of our dolls. 
The interesting moments sometimes turn out. This is my strangephoto-
hobby)
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daniel brown
by kerry trautman

orange chevy
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Daniel Brown paints cars.  But if you are expecting glossy, glimmering 
lacquers and chrome, you won’t find them.   Brown’s works are dif-
fused, textural celebrations of machines infused with story, nostalgia, 
and grace.  His cars are a part of our lives’ landscapes, a part of our 
families and our personal histories, tenderly colorful and nearly alive.

About how much of your time painting is spent on commissioned work, and how 
much is begun purely as an original piece?

I would imagine that about half the time I spend in the studio is 
directed toward commission work. It varies on time of year and what 
shows I attend.

Is your artistic process the same for each?  Do you have a harder time sort of 
“connecting” to a vehicle painted on commission—feeling its story? 

My process isn’t intentionally different for commission work. I have 
long believed that art has to be able to embrace the unexpected. Com-
mission work seems to be harder to do this and as a result tends to be 
painted “safer” technique wise. 
 
It’s rare to find anyone who doesn’t associate a certain person or type 
of person with a certain car. It can be personal or general. I see a Buick 
Park Avenue and think of my parents. I see a Mazda Miata and think of 
a middle-aged balding business man in a suit. I see a lifted F150 and 
think of a skinny country kid with an over-sized Adam’s apple.
 
These associations with cars are what I enjoy. My first series of paint-
ings that depicted a car was of my ’67 Firebird that I was restoring in 
college. I look at those paintings and remember my friends that helped 
me build it. I think of working with my grandfathers tools that have 
been handed down to me. I think about the satisfaction of hearing the 
car fire up for the first time in 15 years. 
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When painting a commission, I often get a chance to know a little about 
who and why it is being done. Depending on the circumstances, I can make 
a connection and really get excited about why it is being done. When it be-
comes more than an image of a car, I am more into it.

mid-american
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hollywood
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The overall look and mood of each of your paintings seems to be dramatically 
affected by the weather and the time of day, the amount of daylight at the time 
of the painting.  Do you have a preference?  Also, when someone commissions 
a piece from you, do they specify what sort of ambience they’re looking for?

Night time, artificial light (inside garage), and dusk, are all great 
lighting choices for paintings. If someone wants a certain ambience, 
they need to photograph it in that setting. You can’t fake lighting 
and background. I have tried, and they always look pieced together. 

I think when someone imagines what the artwork of an auto-enthusiast might 
look like they would imagine something slick and crisp, something shiny and 
high-contrast, perhaps.  But your cars are not flashy or modern.  Instead they are 
treated the same way more “traditional” subjects of a painting might be treat-
ed—a forested mountainside, or a pasture with a dilapidated barn, for instance.  
It is as though there is a conscious effort to elevate the status of the vehicle from 
mechanical to fundamental, from hard to soft, from object to creation.  Is that 
something that you are conscious of?

There has been a resurgence of traditional style hot rods and 
customs. Cars that look like they are straight out of the 50’s and 60’s 
era of building. These are the types of cars that appeal to me most. I 
have chosen my medium of subject… now I can move on. 
 
For me, painting and technique are what I enjoy. It seemed in college 
that so many (including me) were trying to complicate things and 
quite frankly, it made my head hurt most of the time. I decided then 
to simplify subject. I imagine that this is how the abstract artists felt. 
I just decided to approach this same non-objective with simplified, 
overtly objective subject. It’s amazing how many “art” people really 
can’t get past the idea of subject to see what I am really trying to 
say through technique.
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35 chevy coupe

untitled
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decline
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devil witch
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steel life
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midnight l.a.
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phoenix hill
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I recently attended an annual car show in my small town, with hundreds of rare 
and/or restored cars exhibited, lining Main St. downtown, and all I could re-
ally think was, “Ooo, I like the color of that one.”  I know nothing about cars.  I 
respected all of the work that had been done, the maintenance, the research 
for just the right part to complete the look, but never would I imagine them be-
ing beautiful—heartbreakingly, warmly beautiful enough to hang a painting of 
one of those cars in my living room.  It’s almost as if those shiny, quirky vehicles 
that I wandered lazily past are different creatures entirely than the subjects of 
your paintings.  My eye simply does not see what your eye does.  So I guess my 
question is, when does a car become a painting in your mind.  When you are, 
say, at a car show, are you looking at the chrome fenders, the woodgrain dash-
boards, the headlamps, or instead are you seeing the way the color of one car 
reflects on the car to its left, or the fingerprints smudged on and near the door 
handle from curious passers-by?  Do you imagine the paint tubes you’d reach 
for, the brushstrokes you’d use?

I don’t go to many car shows just because they are usually kinda 
boring.

More information about Daniel Brown can be found at his website: http://www.
autoexpressionist.com/  or at http://www.marketstudiosnorth.com/ , which also 
provides information about artist Jennifer Noren, profiled in the Jan/Feb 2012 is-
sue of Splat.
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exploring chicago with film
by floyd

marilyn monroe
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I recently had a chance to explore 
Chicago again for a very short while 
a few weeks ago. We were only there 
for two days so I didn’t have enough 
time to do the city up right like I really 
want to. I have that planned for this 
summer. But this trip was pretty cool. 
The weather was somewhat sunny at 
times for a Mid-America winter and 
it actually was pretty mild out con-
sidering the fact the we were  on the 
coast of Lake Michigan in February.  
The winter always freaks me out a 
bit about bringing my expensive dslr 
camera with me when I know I’m go-
ing to be on foot for many hours. One 
thing is I’m afraid of it getting to cold 
and some small part breaking in it. 
Then it would cost me a small fortune 
to get it fixed....too risky for a broke 
artist. It is too big to fit in my coat 
where it could stay fairly warm when 
it’s not in use. However I found that 
my La Sardina camera, my Holga 120N, 
and my Lomography Fisheye No. 2 
would all fit in my winter coat pockets 
very easy. So when it came time to hit 
the streets for our excurssions around 
the city, the La Sardina and the Fish-
eye are what came with me in my 
coat, along with a few rolls of cheap 
35mm film. 
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rollin’ around the city
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view from the 36th
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numbers to get around
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I like the striped down 
feel...the lack of buttons of the 
fiilm camer-as....

by providing some sort of lack of 
controlthere is joy and adventure again in my work

sweet bike bags
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bigger than i
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sometimes 
simplicity 
allows you to see

simplicity
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urinals at murphy’s bleachers
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window shopping in a foreign city
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jb st pol
by ryan warner

walk on the 
clouds
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Sometimes I tink that in this day in age of photography people get 
too caught up in technology. Photography has always been an 
expensive art form. Having to buy film, cameras, developing chemi-
cals, and lots and lots of paper. But now we focus on very high priced 
editing programs, expensive dslr cameras, lenses that go on them, 
and then the constant urge to upgrade to the newest technology...
wich costs more money. It seems like a never ending cycle. Novice 
photographers sometimes feel that they always have to have better 
and newer equipement to compete in the photography world. 

If you check out the Lomography society at http://www.lomography.
com/, you will find an enormous amout of people, from all over the 
world, that are still shooting with manual cameras, some that don’t 
even take batteries, and with this stuff that you don’t hear much 
about called film. And one of my favorite stars from this Lomography 
society is a brilliant photographer....who did used to shoot in digital...
Jb St. Pol, or jeabzz, as he is known to the Lomography world.

Jb was a featured artist on the Lomography site recently...actually 
right after I asked him to do this interview for me. which was nice 
because, he not only deserves it, but it also let me know a bit about 
him before we did the interview. LIke the simple fact that in France, 
where he used to reside before moving to New York just recently, he 
used to go out and shoot with a group of photographers around the 
city. Most photographers I know are pretty solitary when it comes to 
shooting, so this excited me. It reminded me of a street art group Is 
the younger generation tearing down traditional walls of photogra-
phy? Probably yes. Things do change and it’s about time the photog-
raphy world changes just like the rest of the world. I hope the rest of 
the world finally sees that with a good eye and talent you don’t need 
a thousand dollar camera to make expressionate art that moves 
people, like Jb is doing.
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diana carnival
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What got you into shooting film and with Lomo cameras? Do you shoot digital as 
well?

I can’t really explain why I love so much analogue photography. Probably 
because when I studied photography at university it was with analogue 
cameras. I love shooting films, the feeling of putting a film inside a cam-
era, the sound of the shutter. I also love to be surprised when I get a roll 
back from the lab, the excitement of discovering the unexpected results
Lomo cameras offer a lot of possibilities due to its many defaults. There is 
something really authentic with those toy cameras! I used to shoot digi-
tal, but in the last 4 years I’m shooting only with film. It’s more challeng-
ing but with practice and some skill, you can easily control your results to 
obtain what you are looking for.

You have a  photo group that you are part of called Les Parisiens, this kind of re-
minds me of a graffiti group in a way where members of the group work on projects 
together. can you tell us first what the name means and second how this groups 
works?

Well, the name “les parisiens” doesn’t really mean a lot, we picked it be-
cause we were all from Paris. We created this group just for fun with 
other four lomo-addicts from Paris (guiguiste,adbigmilk,fabyen and remi-
boiteux). It was a way to share our work and to create a collaborative 
projects with people in the lomo community.

We developed many different projects with “les parisiens”. Most of the 
time we were asking members of the community to suggest a theme 
to shoot. For exemple, one of our themes was “shapes of temptation.” 
Paramir,  a lomographer from Nederland suggested this, so we shot 
around this theme, and then we did a film swap roll with him. Here 
are the results : http://www.lomography.com/homes/les_parisiens/
albums/1645983-shapes-of-temptation-theme-double-with-paramir
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http://jeabzz.darqroom.com/gallery
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http://jeabzz.darqroom.com/gallery

trou normand
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Most of our projects were done in collaboration with other members 
of the community from a different country. Another type of project we 
did  was to share one of our cameras with one roll inside, with each of 
us shooting 7 shots.  What was really interesting was observing how 
we could easily know who shot each shot due to our really personal 
style.

In your article of lomography magazine, which you were honored to be featured 
as lomoguru of the week, you mention film swaps and rumbles...what are these?

Film swaps is an important part of the lomography community. It con-
sists of shooting a roll of film and then rewinding it and sending it to 
another lomo friend who will shoot it all over again. This way, you can 
easily have great collaboration with a friend on the other side of the 
earth. Most of my film swaps were made in a random way, meaning, 
I didn’t know what my double partner had shot on the first layer. But 
sometimes you can decide on a theme with your partner: for example, 
he can shoot only portraits and you only landscapes. This allows to 
better control your results.

The rumbles are small competitions organized by the lomographic 
society international. (LSI) It’s a way to win some piggies (coupons 
to buy stuff at the LSI online store) and to win some respect from the 
other members of the community ;) Occasionally, some rumbles are 
for trips around the world or other more interesting prizes….

Most photographers that I know here in the united states seem to prefer to shoot 
alone, but again much like graffiti artists, you mention in your lomo interview that 
you have met up with many other lomographers and go out shooting together 
and have a good time in each other’s travels. i really think that by doing work 
like this your taking photography to another level and in a way taking a lot of the 
“stuffiness” out of photography and making it more interesting and evolving it. 
what are your thoughts on this? 
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turnpike
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pinhole lady

souls keeper
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black way
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Yeah indeed, doing lomowalks, which means to walk and to shoot with 
friends, is a good way to share some techniques and skills with oth-
ers lomo friends. And that makes shooting a lot more fun! :D So, while 
most of us do prefer to shoot alone to develop our personal style, by 
doing lomowalks, you have an opportunity to share your passion with 
friends and have a good time.

What is lomography?

First of all, lomography is a brand, which develops lot of toy cameras. 
For me, the most important part of lomography resides in its commu-
nity of analogue photographers. It’s a great community, where every-
body shares tips and you can really get great advice and improve a lot 
your photographic skills. It’s also a very open community where mem-
bers write article about cameras, accessories and films. You can really 
find lot of information about analogue photography through this web-
site as well as meet other people with who to develop projects.

What are the cameras that you have and what are your favorites to shoot with?

Well, with the years, I’ve collected lots of cameras! I think my favorites 
are the Nikon fm2, the lomo lc-a+ and the Holga WPC. The Fm2 is a clas-
sic analogue camera, I love it because it is an excellent SLR that offers 
you the possibility to easily make multiple exposures, it can go up to 
1/4000 speed and it’s a great camera if you mount beautiful lenses on 
it. 

The lc-a+ is one of my favorites, too. You can mount lot of accessories 
(splitzer, tunnel vision lens, macro lens attachment, etc) which offers 
you many creative possibilities. 

The Holga WPC is a wide pinhole camera from Holga. It’s uses medium 
format films (120) and for the pinhole lovers such as myself, it’s just 
one of the best pinhole cameras!
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flying nemo

double sea
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You tend to do a lot of multiple exposures in your work. how 
does this work? do you have ideas in your head of what you 
want to do in advance when it comes to doing stuff like this?

Hehe indeed, I love multiple exposures. There is several 
ways to make multiple exposures. As I explained before, 
you can do it with a friend through a film swap or you 
can do it all by yourself.

With experience, you can easily predict the results of 
multiple exposures.  Some cameras, like the lc-a+, al-
lows you just to shoot one shot after the other with-
out advancing the film, creating multiple exposures on 
a single shot. You just have to be careful to not over-
expose your first layer. One technique to not overex-
pose your film, is to shoot a 100 iso roll at 200 iso if 
you want to make a double exposure. And you can too 
shoot it at 400 if you would love to make a triple etc. If 
you don’t have a camera that allows you to do multiple 
exposures, shoot your film, re-wind it leaving a bit of 
film outside of the canister and then load it again and 
shoot!

sharon sicily
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You can also make double exposure by using some accessories 
like the splitzer for the lc-a+. It divides your shot in several 
parts, and in each shot you expose one of the parts, which is 
really useful to create spectacular images.

Most of the times, when you get used to doing multiple expo-
sures by yourself, you succeed in obtaining the results you had 
in your head or you won’t be too far from them. But sometime 
you’ll have  really stunning and unexpected results. That’s 
what I love in analogue photography:  to be surprised! :D

sea portrait
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levitation

upside down 
cherry
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*All works published are reproduced with permission of the 
artist. Artist retains all copyrights to the artwork and the 
image will not be reproduced or used in any other format.

This is a Random 
Dharma Jazz 
Production
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LISTEN
TO

YOUR 

OWN
MIND
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